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T20

Abstract21

The present paper proposes an algorithm detecting atmospheric blockings by22

extracting topological features of geo-potential height data at 500 hPa. The al-23

gorithm utilizes Topological flow data analysis (TFDA) that provides a unique24

symbolic representation, named partially cyclically orderd rooted tree (COT)25

representation, and a discrete graph structure, called a Reeb graph, to every struc-26

turally stable Hamiltonian vector field based on the mathematical theory of topo-27

logical classifications for streamline patterns. It recognizes blocking events more28

simply and effectively with fewer meteorological parameters than conventional29

algorithms. In addition, the algorithm can determine the morphological types30

of blocking events, an Omega shape or a dipole pattern, whereas no effective31

algorithm has not been available so far. The identified blocking events and their32

morphological types are consistent with synopticians’ subjective judgments.33
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1. Introduction36

Atmospheric blocks are large anomalous anticyclones that persist for a week37

or longer. They frequently emerge in mid and high latitudes throughout the38

year (Tibaldi and Molteni 1990). Because the geostrophic balance – clockwise/counter-39

clockwise circulation around the anticyclones/cyclones in the Northern Hemi-40

sphere – dominates in the extratropics, the atmospheric blocking induces mean-41

dering flows, disrupting the westerly flow sometimes sandwiched between high42

pressures in the tropical side and low-pressures in the polar side. It gives rise to43

prolonged abnormal weathers such as heatwaves, chilly wind, drought and wet44

spell through heat and moisture advection, which are often observed in North45

America (Casola and Wallace 2007), Europe (Buehler et al. 2011; Pfahl and46

Wernli 2012) and Australia–New Zealand (Ummenhofer et al. 2013). Atmo-47

spheric blockings are not only one of the most high-impact weather patterns in48

the mid-latitudes, but they are also considered to be a great concern in future49

climate predictions (Woollings et al. 2018). However, due to lack of a compre-50

hensive definition of blocking states, it is still difficult to identify the occurrence51

of blocking events objectively.52

The atmospheric blocking is usually analyzed on the weather chart at the iso-53
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baric surface in the upper troposphere, in which horizontal wind vector is almost54

along an isopleth of geo-potential height, following the quasi-geostrophic dy-55

namics without the effect of topography and turbulence in the planetary bound-56

ary layer. Atmospheric data such as geo-potential height, horizontal wind vector,57

and air temperature have been archived by some weather centers as the format58

of longitude-latitude grid points at a time interval, usually 6 hours. Hence, an59

atmospheric block can be recognized as an anomalous and persistent high from60

contour graphs on the basis of a time-sequence of the gridded data. An objec-61

tive algorithm to identify blocking events from the data is helpful for analysis of62

blocking frequency estimated from a historical record of atmospheric data which63

can date back to 1960s. The blocking identification algorithm is also required for64

studies on the climate change, analyzing a massive amount of atmospheric data65

to consider several possible futures (Woollings et al. 2018).66

Most of atmospheric blocking states are morphologically classified into dipole67

type, omega(Ω)-shaped or open ridge. A dipole type blocking has a pair of high-68

pressure and low-pressure regions that splits the jet into two branched northern69

and southern flows (Rex 1950) as illustrated in Fig. 1a. An Ω-shaped block-70

ing is characterized by an amplified ridge with noticeable meandering (Sumner71

1954) whose typical geo-potential height pattern is shown in Fig. 1b. An open72

ridge type block is also discriminated from them, but this type is not considered73

because it is usually weak and immature (Liu et al. 2018). The judgment of74
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blocking morphology is operationally done by forecasters or synopticians based75

on the empirical knowledge as experts. Despite that the flow reversal is possibly76

related to the dipole pattern formation, no effective algorithm has yet been pro-77

posed to discern morphological types directly. Hence, the morphological iden-78

tification of blocking events from the geo-potential height data in an objective79

manner remains a big challenge as discussed by Woollings et al. (2018).80 Fig. 1

Many blocking identification algorithms have been proposed to incorporate81

various meteorological aspects such as anomalous high pressures and westerly82

flow reversal. They can be classified into two groups. Tibaldi and Molteni (1990)83

detected the longitudes of blocks by flow reversal at absolute geo-potential heights,84

and this has been extended to the detection of blocking events (Pelly and Hoskins85

2003). On the other hand, Dole and Gordon (1983) defined two-dimensional86

blocking events as persistent, positive anomalies in geo-potential heights. Later,87

Barriopedro et al. (2010) proposed an algorithm by combining these two meth-88

ods. It is one of the most frequently-used algorithms, because it is more con-89

sistent with synopticians’ intuition. Recently, Dunn-Sigouin et al. (2013) effec-90

tively improved the Barriopedro’s algorithm, and this has been a more popular91

method of the objective blocking identification.92

Albeit sophisticated algorithms described as above have been proposed, there93

is not yet a consensus on a universal method of identifying atmospheric block-94

ings. Recently, another objective approach, characterizing multi-scale topologi-95
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cal features embedded in data, has been developed. Inatsu et al. (2017) applied96

persistent homology to identify extratropical cyclones from the maximum of97

gridded relative-vorticity data. Although this approach is just a trial to iden-98

tify cyclones from a snapshot of atmospheric data, this suggests that the iso-99

pleth of geo-potential height falls into some of typical topological categories of100

stream-function. On the other hand, a topological classification of streamline101

patterns generated by structurally stable Hamiltonian vector fields was inves-102

tigated by Ma and Wang (2005). Later, the theory has been extended to the103

flows on two-dimensional domains with solid boundaries in the presence of a104

uniform flow (Yokoyama and Sakajo 2013; Sakajo and Yokoyama 2018; Uda105

et al. 2019), in which it is shown that these topological structures of streamline106

patterns are in one-to-one correspondence with symbolic expressions, called par-107

tially cyclically ordered rooted tree (COT) representations, and their associated108

planar graphs having the height information, named Reeb graphs. This discrete109

characterization of the topological streamline patterns in flow data is referred to110

as Topological flow data analysis (TFDA). The present paper proposes an ob-111

jective TFDA algorithm to detect blocking events from the geo-potential height112

data. Moreover, it is confirmed that the proposed algorithm successfully identi-113

fies the morphology of blocking events by utilizing COT representations and a114

quantitative index associated with them.115

The construction of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, the identification116
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algorithm by Dunn-Sigouin et al. (2013) is briefly reviewed. In Sect. 3, after117

reviewing the topological classification theory of streamline patterns for struc-118

turally stable Hamiltonian vector fields (Yokoyama and Sakajo 2013), we ex-119

plain how to assign COT representations and Reeb graphs to the geo-potential120

height data at 500 hPa. For blocking identification by these algorithms, we use121

the 6-hourly geo-potential height at 500 hPa in year 1960 of JRA55 reanalysis122

data (Kobayashi et al. 2015). Section 4 describes a procedure based on TFDA to123

identify blocking events as well as their morphological types. Section 5 shows124

that our TFDA algorithm extracts blocking events effectively with less objective125

parameters. Also, a comparison with the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm is made. Fi-126

nally, not the least, it is shown that the TFDA algorithm successfully identifies127

the morphology of atmospheric blockings, and no a priori meteorological knowl-128

edge is required to identify the morphological type of atmospheric blocking. The129

last section is conclusion.130

2. Algorithm by Dunn-Sigouin et al.131

In the algorithm by Dunn-Sigouin et al. (2013), the Northern Hemisphere

blocking events are defined based on 500 hPa geo-potential height z(λ ,φ) and

its anomalies, that is, the deviation from the 6-hours climatology (Sausen et al.

1995), say za(λ ,φ), in which λ and φ are longitudinal and latitudinal coordi-

nates respectively. The identification procedure consists of two steps. The first
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step is checking the positive anomaly condition. It extracts a two-dimensional

block domain where za exceeds 1.5 standard deviations of geo-potential height

anomalies over 30◦N to the North Pole for a 3-month period centered at a given

month. The criterion ranges from 117 m in July to 188 m in January. The domain

is labeled if three following conditions are satisfied. (1) The area is larger than

2.5× 106 km2. (2) The overlap of the temporally adjacent images exceeds 84%

of the smaller images. (3) The time sequence of the two-dimensional domains

has a lifetime longer than 96 hours. The second step is checking the flow reversal

condition. The labeled domain is withdrawn if

G(λ ) = max
φ∈[φc−7.5◦,φc+7.5◦]

z(λ ,φ)− z(λ ,φ −15◦) (1)

has been negative throughout the longitudinal range of λ ∈ [λc−7.5◦,λc +7.5◦]132

for two consecutive timeframes, where (λc,φc) is the positive anomaly peak of133

the domain. Note that one can skip the flow reversal condition in the second step.134

3. Topological flow data analysis for atmospheric blockings135

3.1 Topological classification theory of streamline patterns136

Our method of data analysis is based on a topological classification theory of137

streamline patterns generated by Hamiltonian vector fields uuu = (u(x,y),v(x,y))138

at (x,y)∈R2, whose components are represented by u= ∂yH and v=−∂xH for a139

given scalar function H(x,y). The function is called the Hamiltonian, and particle140
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orbits generated by the vector field agree with isopleths of the Hamiltonian ow-141

ing to ∇H ·uuu = 0. Since one of the most important examples of the Hamiltonian142

vector fields is flows of incompressible fluids, the Hamiltonian and its isopleths143

are referred to as the stream-function and streamlines respectively. Furthermore,144

our attention is restricted to a special class of Hamiltonian vector fields that are145

structurally stable. By structural stability, we mean that the topological structure146

of streamline patterns is unchanged under arbitrary small perturbations of vector147

fields in the space of continuously differentiable functions. This restriction is148

not critical theoretically or practically; it is shown mathematically that any struc-149

turally unstable Hamiltonian vector fields is approximated continuously by a se-150

quence of structurally stable Hamiltonian vector fields (Yokoyama and Sakajo151

2013). In other words, most of the Hamiltonian vector fields are practically152

regarded as structurally stable. Furthermore, structurally unstable Hamiltonian153

vector fields hardly appear in most of flow data due to perturbations brought by154

noises in measurements and errors in numerical computations.155

As explained in Sect. 1, the isopleths of the geo-potential height at 500 hPa156

can be regarded as streamlines that represent the westerly jet stream. Hence, the157

geostrophic atmospheric flows give rise to structurally stable Hamiltonian vector158

field in the jet flow whose Hamiltonian is equivalent to the geo-potential height.159

The height data is given on the annular domain D := [0◦W,0◦E]× [20◦N,89◦N]160

in the Northern Hemisphere with a periodic boundary condition in the longitu-161
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dinal direction, that is, 0◦W = 0◦E and 180◦W = 180◦E. Although we visualize162

the annular domain by cutting the longitudinal line 0◦W = 0◦E, the topologi-163

cal classification of streamline patterns is carried out for the zonal flows in the164

annulus. Note also that the annular domain contains no physical obstacles. It165

follows from the mathematical theory (Yokoyama and Sakajo 2013) that, when166

there exist no solid obstacles in two-dimensional flow domains, the topologi-167

cal streamline structure of any structurally stable Hamiltonian vector field in the168

uniform flow consists of the following two local streamline patterns.169

• A streamline pattern consisting of a saddle and one self-connected saddle170

separatrix embedded in a uniform flow. Figure 2a.171

• A streamline pattern of a saddle with two self-connected saddle separatri-172

ces. This is a figure-eight shaped orbit or an orbit where one self-connected173

saddle separatrix is enclosed by another self-connected separatrix. Fig-174

ure 2b.175

Fig. 2

Fig. 3In order to explain the correspondence between symbolic expressions and176

topological structures of streamlines, we describe the topological classification177

theory for structurally stable Hamiltonian flows in the plane. Although the plane178

is topologically different from the annulus, the symbolic representations are uti-179

lized in the present TFDA for geo-potential height data as explained later. Let180

us first define a basic streamline structure, called the root structure, representing181
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a uniform flow from left to right as illustrated in Fig. 3a. Square symbols �i
a,182

i = 1, · · · ,n in this illustration indicate that n local streamline structures sym-183

bolized as a± in Fig. 3b can be embedded as its local inner structures. Then184

the symbol a /0(�1
a ·�2

a · · · · ·�n
a), which is called a COT symbol, is provided to185

this root structure. Notice that the square symbols are arranged according to186

the streamline structures from the bottom to the top when the uniform flow goes187

from left to right. Figure 3b illustrates local streamline structures with one saddle188

connected by a self-connected separatrix embedded in the uniform flow. Since189

the flow orientation is distinguished in the topological classification theory, there190

are two possible streamline patterns. When the direction of the self-connected191

separatrix is counter-clockwise, the pattern is symbolized by a+(�b+). For the192

pattern having a clockwise self-connected saddle separatrix, the COT symbol193

a−(�b−) is assigned to the streamline structure. Any number of a± stream-194

line structures can be embedded in the root structure, that is, �i
a ∈ {a+,a−} for195

i= 1, . . . ,n. Inside the domain enclosed by the self-connected separatrix, another196

square symbol �b± is observed. It indicates that either a streamline structure197

in Fig. 3c or an elliptic center in Fig. 3d is embedded here. Figure 3c shows198

streamline structures consisting of two self-connected separatrices. A figure-199

eight orbit structure going in the counter-clockwise (resp. clockwise) direction200

has the COT symbol b++{�b+,�b+} (resp. b−−{�b−,�b−}). The parenthesis201

{} indicates that the inner structures inside the pattern are arranged in a cyclic202
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order. On the other hand, there exists a streamline structure where one self-203

connected saddle separatrix is enclosed by the other self-connected saddle sep-204

aratrix. The COT symbol of this streamline pattern is given by b+−(�b+,�b−)205

(resp. b−+(�b−,�b+)) when the outer saddle separatrix is going in the counter-206

clockwise (resp. clockwise) direction. As shown in each COT symbol, further207

inner structures can be embedded in �b±. That is to say, �b+ ∈ {b++,b+−,σ+}208

and �b− ∈ {b−−,b−+,σ−}. Figure 3d shows an elliptic center surrounded by209

counter-clockwise (resp. clock-wise) periodic orbits in its neighborhood, sym-210

bolized as σ+ (resp. σ−) as its COT symbol. This is an innermost structure211

having no internal orbit structures.212

The procedure assigning COT symbols is simply described as follows. Start-213

ing from the root structure, we embed local streamline structures until they reach214

innermost elliptic centers. At the same time, whenever inner streamline struc-215

tures are embedded in an outer streamline structure, directed edges are created216

from the outer structure as a parent node to its inner structures as child nodes.217

Since each node represents either a saddle or an elliptic center, it can be associ-218

ated with its corresponding value of the Hamiltonian. Hence, this gives rise to219

a graph whose nodes hold the Hamiltonian values, called a Reeb graph. It has220

been shown that COT representations and their corresponding Reeb graphs are221

in one-to-one correspondence with topological streamline structures generated222

by structurally stable Hamiltonian vector fields (Sakajo and Yokoyama 2018).223
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In order to carry out TFDA for a long time series of the geo-potential height224

data, we utilize a computer software, named psiclone, running on Python plat-225

form. It converts an array data of Hamiltonian values on structured/unstructured226

grid points into a Reeb graph using the mathematical theory of persistent homol-227

ogy (Uda, Yokoyama & Sakajo, 2019). Here, we make use of COT represen-228

tations of the form a /0 for structurally stable Hamiltonian flows in the plane to229

identify Reeb graphs and streamline patterns, although we are interested in zonal230

flows in the annulus. As a matter of fact, the algorithm computes Reeb graphs231

by regarding northernmost/southernmost streamlines of westerly jet flows with232

no topological structures as the northern/southern boundaries of the annular do-233

main. And it is mathematically justified that, under this boundary condition, the234

Reeb graphs can be converted uniquely to COT representations of the form a /0 in235

spite of the topological difference between the flow domains. Since Reeb graphs236

hold the height value of the Hamiltonian function at each node, it is possible237

to eliminate nodes and edges whose height difference is less than a prescribed238

threshold. Since they correspond to unrobust small streamline structures, the239

threshold works as a low-pass filter removing small-scale orbit structures. This240

threshold is used to extract an appropriate scale of streamline patterns from flow241

data. Moreover, the software successfully identifies bounded regions enclosed242

by self-connected saddle separatrices in streamline structures a±, b±± and b±∓,243

which are referred to as regions of influence. Therefore, it yields quantities such244
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as areas and geometric centers of regions of influence associated with COT rep-245

resentations, which play an important role in the identification of atmospheric246

blocking.247 Fig. 4

3.2 Application of TFDA to geo-potential height data248

Let us apply the topological classification theory stated above to a geo-potential249

height data at 1800 UTC on Feb. 9, 1960 as an example. Figure 4a is an output250

of PSICLONE for the geo-potential height data. Its COT representation,251

a /0(a−(b−−{b−−,b−+(b−−{b−−{σ−,b−−{σ−,b−−}},b−−},σ+)})

·a− ·a−(b−−) ·a− ·a+), (2)

is shown at the header, in which symbols of some elliptic centers σ± inside a±252

and b−− do not appear unless no confusion occurs. Let us remark that the geo-253

potential height gets larger as the latitude decreases. In other words, when the254

geo-potential height is identified with a stream-function, its induced flow runs255

from east to west, which is the opposite direction to the actual westerly jet flow.256

Hence, the topological streamline patterns are picked up from north to south, and257

their corresponding COT symbols of the root structure a /0 are arranged from left258

to right by definition. Small structures whose corresponding geo-potential height259

difference is less than 10 m are filtered out. Note that this threshold does not260

affect the present analysis seriously, because we pay attention to large high pres-261
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sure regions whose height difference is greater than 10 m. In addition, even if we262

use more finer threshold, it just changes the small structures, while the arrange-263

ment of large a± structures in the COT representation (2) is unchanged. The264

Reeb graph corresponding to the COT representation is also shown in Fig. 4a.265

Nodes of the Reeb graph, which are located at saddles and elliptic centers in the266

isopleth plot, are drawn as red rectangles with labels a±, and they are connected267

by blue edges. The COT representation indicates that there are four a− struc-268

tures and one a+ structure. The root node of the Reeb graph is set at around269

[150◦W,20◦N]. The rightmost a+ in the COT representation has the region of270

influence around the elliptic center at [20◦W,55◦N], enclosed by the counter-271

clockwise self-connected separatrix of the saddle at around [30◦E,45◦N]. There272

are three domains enclosed by clockwise saddle separatrices in the neighbor-273

hood of the a+ structure, which are represented by the three consecutive a−274

symbols in the COT representation. The remaining orbit structure represented275

by a− has nested inner structures until they reach elliptic centers, corresponding276

to the regions spreading over the range of [0◦E,80◦W]× [50◦N,89◦N]. Figure 4b277

shows the regions of influence divided by the self-connected saddle separatrices,278

which are painted in different colors scaled by the geo-potential height. It is279

called a partition plot associated with the COT representation. Note that the de-280

tailed description of partition associated with Reeb graphs is explained by Uda281

et al. (2019). The region of influence associated with the a+ structure, where the282
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geo-potential height attains a local maximum, is painted in dark red, whereas283

those associated with the nested a−, b−− and b−+ structures corresponding to284

its local minima are painted in blues. The partition plot indicates that the TFDA285

algorithm can extract quantities such as areas and geometric centers of these286

regions associated with streamline structures corresponding to COT representa-287

tions and Reeb graphs.288

4. Description of algorithm to identify blockings289

Assume that the COT representation for a given geo-potential height data

H on the domain D is of the form a /0(�1
a, . . . ,�

n
a) for a non-negative integer n.

Then, Ai
+(H) (resp. Ai

−(H)) denotes the region of influence associated with the

a+ (resp. a−) structure in the ith box �i
a = a+(�b+) (resp. �i

a = a−(�b−)),

which correspond to the colored regions of the partition plot in Fig. 4b. Let I+

be the set of all indices i with �i
a = a+(�b+) and J− be the set of all indices j

such that � j
a = a−(�b−) with j = i±1 for some i ∈ I+. A subset A(H) ⊂ D is

then defined as follows.

A(H) :=
⋃

i∈I+

Ai
+(H)∪

⋃
j∈J−

A j
−(H). (3)

In other words, A(H) is a union of regions of influence associated with all a+290

structures as well as a− structures adjacent to an a+ structure. Since a+ repre-291

sents a high pressure region, every Ai
+(H) is a candidate of blocking region. In292
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addition, as a− represents a low pressure region, any A j
−(H) is considered to be293

a candidate region comprising a dipole type blocking, since it is always paired294

with a high pressure region represented by its adjacent region Ai
+(H) for i ∈ I+295

by definition.296

4.1 Step 1: Extracting candidate regions297

Let Ht for t = 0,1, . . . ,T be a discrete time series of geo-potential height

data. For a fixed discrete time window ∆t ∈ Z, we count how long regions of

influence associated with a± structures exist over each location x ∈D during the

time period [t−∆t/2, t +∆t/2). It is mathematically defined as follows.

Ct,∆t(x) := #
{

s ∈ Z
∣∣∣∣ t− ∆t

2
≤ s < t +

∆t
2
, x ∈ A(Hs)

}
, (4)

where #A denotes the number of elements contained in the set A. Practically,298

for fixed t and ∆t, Ct,∆t(x) is obtained by adding one at x ∈ D whenever x is299

contained in the region of influence A(Hs) at each time s ∈ [t−∆t/2, t +∆t/2).300

By construction, Ct,∆t(x) yields a histogram on the two-dimensional domain D ,301

tracking regions of influence associated with a± structures that exist in the dura-302

tion ∆t. In other words, Ct,∆t(x) represents how long the region of influence stays303

over x ∈ D in the time period ∆t. If there exist no regions of influence at x ∈ D304

in this time period, the count Ct,∆t(x) becomes 0. On the contrary, if there is a305

region of influence associated with an a+ structure staying above the same posi-306

tion x ∈D for all time, the count becomes the maximum, namely Ct,∆t(x) = ∆t.307
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Hence, the histogram is supposed to have high values at locations where atmo-308

spheric blockings exist. Figure 5a shows an example of the histogram Ct,∆t(x)309

at t = 195 (Feb. 18, 1960) with ∆t = 16. We observe a dark red region cen-310

tered around [50◦W,63◦N], where a high pressure region associated with an a+311

structure is staying in the time period [t−∆t/2, t +∆t/2).312 Fig. 5

In order to detect blocking event from the histogram at each time t, we extract

sub-domains of D where the value of Ct,∆t(x) is greater than or equals to a given

lower bound 0 < h < ∆t. As a consequence, the domain of the histogram is

decomposed into some connected components, say Bt,n, n = 0,1, . . . ,Nt , where

Nt denotes the number of components at time t. Note that these domains are

mathematically defined by

Nt⋃
n=0

Bt,n = {x ∈D |Ct,∆t(x)≥ h}. (5)

Note that connected components are practically computed by a so-called Union-313

Find algorithm (Tarjan and van Leeuwen 1984). Figure 5b shows connected314

components extracted from the histogram Ct,∆t(x) at t = 195 of Figure 5a by315

cutting off low-density regions below the level h = ∆t/2 = 8. Here, we observe316

two big connected components and several small components in the longitudinal317

region between 100◦W and 20◦W, which are elements in {Bt,n} at t = 195.318

Assume now that the domain of interest is D̃ := [0◦W,0◦E]× [40◦N,80◦N](⊂

D), where the blocking phenomena are frequently observed. Then let B be

the set of connected components Bt,n for all time t ∈ [∆t/2,T −∆t/2) whose
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geometric center belongs to the domain of interest:

B :=
{

Bt,n

∣∣∣∆t/2≤ t < T −∆t/2, 0≤ n≤ Nt , γ(Bt,n) ∈ D̃
}
. (6)

Here, γ(B) denotes the geometric center of B ⊂ D , which is computed from319

position vectors for a certain fixed point in B, where the longitude pointed by320

the mean position vector is modified so that it is in the range from 0◦ to 360◦.321

Each Bt,n is then a candidate region where an atmospheric blocking occurs. By322

definition, connected components of superlevel sets whose geometric centers are323

located outside the domain of interest D̃ are excluded, thereby the detection of324

blocking events in the equatorial and the polar regions is avoided.325

4.2 Step 2: Connecting Bt,n in the temporal direction326

When the geometric center of a domain Bt+1,n′ at time t + 1 is contained in327

a certain domain Bt,n at time t, namely γ(Bt+1,n′) ∈ Bt,n, the domain Bt+1,n′ is328

judged to move from the domain Bt,n. We then create a link (a directed edge)329

between the two domains as nodes, that is, Bt,n←− Bt+1,n′ . Let us remark that330

it is less likely to create links between small connected components, since they331

hardly satisfy the inclusion condition. Figure 5c illustrates how chronologically332

backward links are created. Let us focus on the large connected component333

around [50◦W,63◦N] colored with dark red in the middle panel, which is identi-334

fied as Bt0,n0 with t0 = 195 and n0 = 2119. At t = t0+1 = 196 in the right panel,335

the geometric center of a dark red connected component Bt0+1,n′0
with n′0 = 2139336
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around [50◦W,63◦N] is contained in Bt0,n0 , a backward link is created between337

them. In the similar manner, at t = t0−1 = 194 in the left panel, a dark red con-338

nected component Bt0−1,n′′0
with n′′0 = 2098 around [50◦W,63◦N] is linked from339

Bt0,n0 . This figure also indicates that links between small connected components,340

which appear as small dots between [60◦W,80◦W] in Fig. 5c, are not created.341

As a consequence, this step gives rise to a directed acyclic graph (DAG in short)342

among the connected components, thereby elements in B as nodes are generi-343

cally organized into a set of paths in the chronologically backward direction. In344

what follows, the same notation B is used to express the DAG, and each path345

in the DAG encapsulates connected components in a time series of a region of346

influence. Let us remark that each connected component in the DAG has more347

than one links merging backward from connected components in general, since348

the domain Bt,n can possibly split into several domains at time t + 1. Figure 6349

shows some paths in the DAG B obtained in the time period from t = 190 to 224.350

Each node (box) contains some information associated with the corresponding351

connected component, e.g., time, the identification number, the geometric center352

and an index L1 = χTFDA defined by (7).353

4.3 Step 3: Identifying blocking events from the DAG354

For each node Bt,n in the DAG B, we first compute the index

χTFDA(Bt,n) :=
1
|Bt,n|

∫
Bt,n

∣∣∣∣1−Ct,∆t(x)
∆t

∣∣∣∣dx, (7)
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where |B| denotes the area of B. The index measures the relative difference

between the histogram Ct,∆t(x) and the uniform distribution U(x) = ∆t on a con-

nected region Bt,n at time t. If the region Bt,n remains unchanged in the time

window ∆t, the index becomes zero, since Ct,∆t(x) = ∆t for all x ∈ Bt,n. In other

words, if the index is small, the domain Bt,n can be a blocking region at time t.

Specifically, for a given positive threshold 0 < ε1� 1, we pick the components

in B, where the index is below ε1:

E1 := {B ∈B | χTFDA(B)< ε1} . (8)

The value of χTFDA for small connected components tends to be large, most355

of them are not contained in E1. In other words, they are extracted from the356

candidate of blocking events by this condition.357

We now consider a path of length `≥ 0 in the DAG B, namely,

Bt0,n(t0)←− Bt0+1,n(t0+1)←− ·· · ←− Bt0+`,n(t0+`). (9)

The interval [t0, t0 + `] and ` are referred to as the lifespan and the lifetime of358

the path, respectively. When more than two consecutive nodes belonging to E1359

are connected in the path, the part of the path is identified as a blocking event.360

By definition, a blocking event necessarily has lifetime ` > 1. So, it represents361

a high pressure region corresponding to an a+ structure being in the state of362

atmospheric blocking around the same location for a time period greater than363

or equals to 12 hours. In Figure 6, when the connected component B satisfies364
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χTFDA(B)< ε1 := 0.3, its corresponding node in the DAG B is shown as a solid365

box, otherwise it is enclosed by a dashed box. The algorithm identifies two366

blocking events from the DAG as sequences of solid boxes with lifetime ` > 1367

during the time periods t ∈ [191,197] and [216,219]. They correspond to the368

blocking event #04 in Table 2.369

Let us note that the choice of ε1 is not serious, since the topological infor-370

mation is robust under any small perturbation of parameters. As a matter of fact,371

in Fig. 6, even if we increase or decrease the value of ε1 by 10%, a few nodes372

are affected, and the lifetime of the links just gets larger or shorter slightly. This373

indicates that it does not affect the detection of the blocking event from the DAG374

substantially.375

4.4 Step 4: Identification of the morphological types376

The morphology of blocking events is identified as follows. For a given

blocking event (Bt,n(t))t0≤t≤t0+`, the time when the index χTFDA
(
Bt,n(t)

)
be-

comes the minimum is defined by

tb = argmin
t0≤t≤t0+`

χTFDA
(
Bt,n(t)

)
. (10)

We first check the connected component Btb,n(tb) and its COT representation at377

t = tb. We then identify the geometric center of region influence associated with378

an a+ structure in Btb,n(tb). As illustrated in Fig. 1a, if there is a region of in-379

fluence associated with an a− structure whose geometric center is in the south380
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of the geometric center of the a+ structure, we judge the blocking event is of381

dipole type, since the connected component is represented by a− ·a+ or a+ ·a−.382

Otherwise, it is regarded as an Ω-type blocking, since no a− structure exist in383

the neighborhood of a+ structure as shown in Fig. 1b.384 Fig. 6

5. Computational results385

Table 1

Table 25.1 Comparison with the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm386

The proposed TFDA algorithm is applied to one-year time series of geo-387

potential height data from 0000 UTC on Jan. 1, 1960 (t = 0) to 0000 UTC on388

Jan. 1, 1961 (t = 1464). Since the data is available every 6 hours and the du-389

ration of blocking events is usually longer than four days, ∆t = 16 is used. The390

lower bound h is given by h = ∆t/2 = 8, and the threshold used in the defini-391

tion of E1 is fixed to ε1 = 0.3. The number of blocking events detected by the392

TFDA algorithm and the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm with/without the flow rever-393

sal condition is summarized in Table 1. The flow reversal condition does not394

contribute to the Omega/dipole shape classification for the geo-potential height395

data in this time period. Hence, we consider the blocking events detected by396

the TFDA algorithm and the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm with the flow reversal con-397

dition in what follows. According to Table 1, the TFDA algorithm extracts 28398

blocking events, while the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm has detected 21 during the399
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same period. In order to make the comparison between the two algorithms con-400

sistent, some blocking events detected by TFDA are regarded as one event, when401

their lifetimes are close to that of a Dunn-Sigouin’s one and the high-pressure402

region is located over the same region. Note that both algorithms contain some403

parameters controlling the lifetime as explained in Sections 2 and 4, but they404

are independently chosen in the algorithms. Consequently, the total number of405

blocking events is reduced to 25, 14 of which are the same blocking events as406

those detected by the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm. The detailed information of the407

blocking events are listed in Table 2. Section 5.2 illustrates how the morphol-408

ogy of blocking events is identified by TFDA, which has been considered to be409

a tough task for most of the existing objective identification algorithms. In the410

meantime, there exist seven blocking events that the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm de-411

tects but TFDA cannot. A reason will be explained in Sect. 5.3. On the contrary,412

TFDA successfully finds new 11 blocking events that cannot be detected by the413

Dunn-Sigouin algorithm, but are certainly confirmed to be in the state of block-414

ing according to synopticians’ subjective judgment. We discuss the reason why415

the difference appears in detail in Sect. 5.4.416

5.2 Morphological identification of blocking events417

Fig. 7

As explained in Sect. 4, the morphological type of a blocking event is iden-418

tified as dipole type, if the region of influence associated with an a+ structure (a419
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high-pressure region) at t = tb is accompanied with a region of influence associ-420

ated with an a− structure (a low-pressure region) in its southern neighborhood.421

On the other hand, it is judged as Ω type, if the region of influence associated422

with an a+ structure is isolated at t = tb. In what follows, picking up the block-423

ing events #01 and #03 that are detected by the TFDA algorithm as well as the424

Dunn-Sigouin algorithm, we see how the morphological feature of the blocking425

events is identified. Figure 7a shows the partition plot of the geo-potential height426

at tb = 40 for the blocking event #01 from t = 36 to 44. The COT symbol a+427

is highlighted in red color in the COT representation at the header. This indi-428

cates that the blocked high-pressure region around [0◦W,40◦W]× [40◦N,75◦N],429

which is enclosed by its corresponding separatrix as a solid curve, is the region430

of influence associated with the a+ structure. The high-pressure region is iso-431

lated and no a− structure exists in its southern neighborhood. Thus the blocking432

event is identified as Ω type. Let us remark that the morphological identifica-433

tion can be accomplished by comparing the geometric centers of the regions of434

influence without observing the partition plot. Figure 7b is the partition plot of435

the geo-potential height at tb = 170 for the blocking event #03 from t = 164 to436

174. The COT symbols a− ·a+(b+−) corresponding to the blocking structure in437

[30◦W,70◦W]× [40◦N,70◦N] are highlighted in red color in the COT representa-438

tion. The low-pressure region enclosed by the self-connected separatrix of the a−439

structure as a dashed curve is located in the southern neighborhood of the high-440
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pressure region represented by a+(b+−) that is enclosed by its corresponding441

separatrix as a solid curve. Comparing the geometric centers of the two regions,442

we identify the blocking event as dipole type. The morphological types of the443

25 blocking events are listed in Table 2, and they agree with those judged sub-444

jectively by synopticians. Accordingly, the proposed TFDA algorithm is able to445

identify the morphological type of blocking events successfully by quantifying446

the regions of influence associated with COT symbols. We note that, although447

the morphological type may change in the lifetime of one blocking event in prin-448

ciple, we have confirmed that the identified morphological type remain the same449

in most cases in practice.450

5.3 Blocking events that are not detected by TFDA451

Fig. 8

Table 1 indicates that there are seven blocking events that are detected not by452

TFDA but by the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm. The time periods of these cases are453

t ∈ [289,306], [312,339], [570,605], [946,981], [1077,1099], [1100,1166] and454

[1259,1284] as listed in Table 2. Choosing the blocking event from t = 312 to455

339 as an example, we observe why TFDA does not detect the blocking event.456

Figure 8a is the partition plot of the geo-potential height at t = 313. A high-457

pressure region in the domain [0◦E,20◦E]× [50◦N,70◦N] is judged to be a block-458

ing region by the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm. However, it clearly illustrates that459

the high-pressure region is not enclosed by a self-connected saddle separatrix.460
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Hence, the TFDA algorithm is unable to detect this high pressure region, since461

it cannot be a connected component belonging to B. On the other hand, 36462

hours later at t = 319, there appears a region of influence associated with an a+463

structure, which is enclosed by a solid separatrix, in almost the same domain in464

Fig. 8b. This means that the topological structure represented by a+ is fragile,465

which did not give rise to a connected component in B over this domain. Conse-466

quently, TFDA does not detect the blocking event in this time period. Since the467

region of influence associated with the a+ structure is not accompanied with no468

steady low-pressure region in its southern neighborhood, this is considered to be469

a (topologically weak) blocking event of Ω type, which agrees with synopticians’470

judgment. Note that the similar reason applies to the other six cases.471

5.4 Blocking events newly detected by TFDA472

Eleven blocking events recognized by the TFDA algorithm are not detected473

by the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm. Even such cases mostly satisfy both the flow474

reversal condition and the positive anomaly condition in the Dunn-Sigouin al-475

gorithm over the event period. The main reason for the rejection is the vio-476

lation of the area and/or lifetime conditions. If the area criterion is reduced477

to 1.0× 106 km2, the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm detects more 13 events, three of478

which are recognized by the TFDA algorithm. There are 8 rejected events for479

small areas and/or short lifetime, and the remaining for other reasons.480
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As a typical example of a domain of small blocking area, we consider an481

anticyclonic anomaly in the Atlantic during t ∈ [1175,1194]. Figure 9a shows482

the isopleths of the 500 hPa geo-potential height, in which grid points where483

the anomaly exceeds the criterion are drawn as circles. Here, the flow reversal484

condition is satisfied in the longitudes around the blocking center. However, as485

we see the time-series of the area identified as this blocking event in Fig. 9b, the486

blocking marginally exceeds the area criterion during t ∈ [1181,1193], which487

is 72 hours. The Dunn-Sigouin algorithm hence rejects this blocking event for488

violating the lifetime condition. Reducing the area criterion to 1.0× 106 km2
489

saves this event because the lifetime gets longer. On the other hand, the TFDA490

algorithm successfully identifies this region around [0◦W,40◦W]× [40◦N,75◦N],491

which is the blocking event #24 from t = 1181 to 1185. This is a dipole-type492

blocking represented by the COT symbols a+ ·a− as we see the partition plot at493

tb = 1185 in Fig. 9c.494 Fig. 9

6. Conclusion495

An objective algorithm of Topological flow data analysis, detecting atmo-496

spheric blockings from a data set of the geo-potential height at 500 hPa, is pro-497

posed. It is based on the mathematical classification theory for structurally stable498

two-dimensional Hamiltonian vector fields. The algorithm extracts all topolog-499

ically characteristic isopleth patterns, and it then describes the configurations500
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between them in terms of discrete expressions, named COT representations and501

Reeb graphs. The algorithm contains the following four objective parameters;502

(i) the time window ∆t expressing the duration of one blocking event, (ii) the503

lifespan ` measuring how long a blocking state persists, (iii) the lower bound504

h extracting blocking regions, and (iv) the parameter ε1 of E1 in terms of the505

index χTFDA judging the occurrence of blocking events. This indicates that the506

algorithm requires less parameters originated from meteorology than the existing507

algorithms that use many a priori meteorological parameters.508

The TFDA algorithm is applied to one-year time series of the geo-potential509

height data in the year of 1960, and the results are compared with those obtained510

by the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm in the same period. It is found that there are511

several blocking events detected not by the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm but by the512

TFDA algorithm, and vice versa. This indicates that it would be safe to use both513

of the algorithms in order to avoid overlooking blocking events. On the other514

hand, the TFDA algorithm can identify the morphological type of atmospheric515

blocking objectively by just observing specific symbols in the COT represen-516

tation. This is a new feature brought by the proposed algorithm, since it has517

been considered to be a tough task for the existing algorithms. The morpho-518

logical identification is made possible by extracting some geometric quantities519

from regions of influence associated with COT representations. It is important to520

note that the blocking events and their morphological types agree with subjective521
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judgments made by forecasters and synopticians.522

Let us mention the future direction of the present study. By applying the523

proposed algorithm to geo-potential height data in the last 60 years, statisti-524

cal analysis of blocking events can be conducted, investigating the distributions525

of sizes, locations, times, and durations of blocking events with morphological526

types. These statistical properties not only reveal the geographical distribution527

and seasonality of atmospheric blockings, but they are also informative for the528

climate change predictions, which will be reported in future.529
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(a) (b)

HH

L

Fig. 1. Blocking morphologies and topological isopleth structures. (a) Dipole
type: A high-pressure region is accompanied with a low-pressure region in
its southern neighborhood. (b) Ω type: An isolated high-pressure region is
embedded in the westerly jet.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Local topological streamline patterns appearing in structurally stable
Hamiltonian flows. (a) An orbit with one self-connected saddle separatrix.
(b) An orbit with two self-connected saddle separatrices.
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(a) (b)

(d)

(c)

Fig. 3. Streamline patterns and COT symbols that are topologically identi-
fied by the proposed algorithm. (a) A uniform flow, a /0(�1

a ·�2
a · · · · ·�n

a).
(b) Patterns with one self-connected saddle separatrix, a±(�b±). (c) Pat-
terns with two self-connected saddle separatrices, b±±{�b±,�b±} and
b±∓(�b±,�b∓). (d) Elliptic centers, σ+ and σ−.
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Fig. 4. (a) Isopleth plot of the geo-potential hight data at 500 hPa at 1800 UTC
on Feb. 9, 1960. The COT representation and its corresponding Reeb graph
are shown. (b) The partition plot associated with the COT representation.
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(a)

(b)

Time 196: #2139
50°W 63°N / L1 258‰

Time 195: #2119
50°W 63°N / L1 229‰

Time 194: #2098
50°W 63°N / L1 230‰

(c)

Fig. 5. (a) The histogram Ct,∆t(x) at t = 195 with ∆t = 16. (b) Connected compo-
nents {Bt,n}where the value of Ct,∆t(x) at t = 195 exceeds h=∆t/2= 8. (c)
Creating chronologically backward links between the dark red connected
components around [50◦W,63◦N] from t = 194 to 196.
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Time 190: #2050
78°W 56°N / L1 309‰

Time 190: #2051
164°E 61°N / L1 339‰

Time 190: #2052
47°W 62°N / L1 305‰

Time 191: #2058
78°W 56°N / L1 337‰

Time 191: #2060
165°E 61°N / L1 374‰

Time 191: #2062
47°W 62°N / L1 264‰

Time 192: #2066
78°W 56°N / L1 367‰

Time 192: #2068
166°E 59°N / L1 395‰

Time 192: #2070
49°W 63°N / L1 281‰

Time 193: #2079
78°W 57°N / L1 395‰

Time 193: #2082
166°E 59°N / L1 443‰

Time 193: #2084
49°W 63°N / L1 245‰

Time 194: #2096
167°E 59°N / L1 493‰

Time 194: #2097
81°W 58°N / L1 421‰

Time 194: #2098
50°W 63°N / L1 230‰

Time 195: #2117
82°W 59°N / L1 476‰

Time 195: #2119
50°W 63°N / L1 229‰

Time 196: #2139
50°W 63°N / L1 258‰

Time 197: #2159
50°W 63°N / L1 292‰

Time 198: #2172
50°W 63°N / L1 331‰

Time 199: #2179
50°W 63°N / L1 368‰

Time 200: #2185
50°W 63°N / L1 405‰

Time 201: #2191
51°W 63°N / L1 444‰

Time 202: #2197
51°W 62°N / L1 467‰

Time 212: #2239
68°W 58°N / L1 471‰

Time 213: #2241
67°W 57°N / L1 419‰

Time 214: #2244
67°W 57°N / L1 367‰

Time 215: #2247
67°W 57°N / L1 325‰

Time 216: #2251
67°W 57°N / L1 296‰

Time 217: #2255
67°W 57°N / L1 286‰

Time 218: #2260
67°W 57°N / L1 286‰

Time 219: #2268
67°W 57°N / L1 286‰

Time 220: #2276
67°W 57°N / L1 302‰

Time 221: #2284
67°W 57°N / L1 352‰

Time 222: #2294
67°W 57°N / L1 400‰

Time 223: #2304
68°W 58°N / L1 445‰

Time 224: #2315
66°W 57°N / L1 477‰

Fig. 6. Paths in the DAG B constructed from t = 190 to 224. Every node
(box) corresponds to a connected component B ∈B, which is linked in the
chronologically backward direction. In each box, time t, its identification
number, the geometric center γ(B), and χTFDA(B) (as L1) are shown. Se-
quences of nodes with χTFDA(B)< 0.3 in solid boxes at t = 191−197 and
t = 216−219 are judged to be blocking events.
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(a) blocking event #01 (Omega type)

(b) blocking event #03 (Dipole type)

Fig. 7. Partition plots of the geo-potential height data at the time tb. The block-
ing domains are identified by the regions of influence associated with the
COT symbols colored in red. (a) Blocking event #01, tb = 40. An Ω-type
blocking region is enclosed by the saddle separatrix drawn as a solid curve.
(b) Blocking event #03, tb = 170. A dipole blocking consisting of two re-
gions enclosed by the two saddle separatrices drawn as solid and the dashed
curves.
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(a) t=313

(b) t=319

Fig. 8. (a) Partition plot of the geo-potential height data at time t = 313 when
no blocking event is detected by the TFDA algorithm. (b) Partition plot of
the geo-potential height data at a later time, t = 319. An Ω-type blocking
region is enclosed by the saddle separatrix drawn as a solid curve.
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(a) (b) 

(c)

Fig. 9. (a) An isopleth plot of the 500 hPa geo-potential height at t = 1185.
The circles indicate grid points contained in a candidate blocking region
detected by the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm. (b) The time series of area of the
region from t = 1175 to 1195, indicating the life-time condition is not satis-
fied. (c) Partition plot by the TFDA algorithm at tb = 1185 in the event #24.
It detects a clear dipole-type blocking around [0◦W,40◦W]× [40◦N,75◦N]
consisting of regions of influence enclosed by a solid curve and a dashed
curve.
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TFDA ◦ TFDA × total
Dunn-Sigouin et al. ◦ 14 (15) 7 (16) 21 (31)
Dunn-Sigouin et al. × 11 (10) – 11(10)
total 25 7 (16) 32(41)

Table 1. Number of blocking events detected by the TFDA algorithm and the
Dunn-Sigouin algorithm. The number of the blocking events detected by
the Dunn-Sigouin algorithm without the flow reversal condition is enclosed
in the parenthesis.
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Blocking Lifetime Location min χTFDA tb Type Lifetime of blocking
Event # by Dunn-Sigouin et al.

01 36–44 [13◦W,62◦N] 0.222 40 Ω 27–45
02 49–57 [26◦W,62◦N] 0.253 54 Ω 46–91
03 164–174 [44◦W,60◦N] 0.177 170 Dipole 148–178
04 191–197 [50◦W,63◦N] 0.229 195 Ω 184–224

(04) 216–219 [67◦W,57◦N] 0.286 217 Ω (184–224)
05 242–245 [62◦W,62◦N] 0.270 243 Ω –
06 245–256 [158◦W,60◦N] 0.213 248 Ω 230–285
07 267–277 [19◦E,64◦N] 0.169 272 Ω 259–279
– – – – – – 289–306
– – – – – – 312–339
08 349–357 [14◦W,61◦N] 0.254 351 Ω –
09 351–363 [171◦E,64◦N] 0.173 357 Dipole –
10 395–411 [52◦E,53◦N] 0.173 407 Ω –
11 417–451 [1441◦E,70◦N] 0.198 431 Dipole –
12 442–460 [18◦W,50◦N] 0.162 450 Ω 432–456
13 465–469 [112◦W,64◦N] 0.255 468 Ω 461–481
14 525–531 [3◦E,64◦N] 0.235 527 Dipole 482–533
– – – – – – 570–605
15 631–634 [122◦E,58◦N] 0.279 633 Dipole 633–651
16 717–725 [15◦W,50◦N] 0.222 721 Ω 699-731
17 731–737 [59◦E,72◦N] 0.204 737 Dipole 727–747
18 747–751 [133◦E,59◦N] 0.226 750 Ω –

(17) 751–754 [23◦E,71◦N] 0.216 753 Dipole (727–747)
(17) 756–758 [23◦E,71◦N] 0.235 757 Dipole (727–747)
19 787–797 [41◦E,56◦N] 0.157 792 Ω –
20 859–866 [11◦E,67◦N] 0.257 862 Dipole 839–862
– – – – – – 946–981
21 974–978 [21◦W,69◦N] 0.265 977 Ω –
22 1062–1066 [30◦E,60◦N] 0.250 1064 Ω 1039–1069
– – – – – – 1077–1099
23 1087–1098 [13◦E,65◦N] 0.142 1091 Dipole –
– – – – – – 1100–1166
24 1184–1187 [15◦W,58◦N] 0.285 1185 Dipole –
– – – – – – 1259–1284
25 1449–1452 [144◦E,61◦N] 0.254 1450 Dipole –

Table 2. List of blocking events detected by the TFDA algorithm and the Dunn-
Sigouin algorithm with the flow reversal condition from the geo-potential
height data from 0000 UTC on Jan. 1, 1960 to 0000 UTC on Jan. 1, 1961.
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